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Context

Music theory is a very old discipline, going back at least to antiquity. 
Writings encompass a variety of formats, including theoretical 
treatises, composition manuals, lexica, textbooks for students, and 
more. 

Common to many writings is the introduction and definition of 
“atomic” concepts like “tone”, “scale”, “key”, “mode”, “meter”, etc.

 Throughout history, several debates about these musical concepts 
have shaped the theoretical discourse and are implicit in these texts.



Harmonic Dualism

“Dualism, harmonic, is the concept of a twofold [or dual] relationship of tones, in the major 
sense and in the minor sense, i.e. the conception of a single tone as representative of 
either a major triad or a minor triad. 
[...] 
Advocates of h. d. are the theorists: Zarlino, Galinas, Rameau, Ballotti, Tartini, Blainville, 
Hauptmann, von Oettingen, Riemann.” 

Riemann, H. (1900). Musik-Lexikon (5th ed.) Leipzig: Max Hesse’s Verlag [transl. FCM].



Harmonic Dualism

“Tonnetz” after O. Hostinský (1879)



Harmonic Dualism - a heated debate

Kunkel on Weitzmann: 

“A more incomplete, sketchy, and system-less theory of modulations regarding harmony is probably nowhere 
else to be found.”

Capellen on Riemann:

“That a man of such importance and merit as H. Riemann clutches to his theory of the minor mode with such a 
tenacity bordering on stubbornness […] is incomprehensible and proves the lack of decisiveness of musical 
experts regarding important theoretical questions.”

[transl. FCM]



Project goals

1. provide insights about the dualism debate from a quantitative, Digital Humanities 
perspective, e.g. the mutual relations between authors and their texts, networks of 
concepts, semantic analyses, and prevalent topics

2. provide a proof-of-concept implementation of a transcription pipeline that enables 
computational analysis of historical music theory sources

3. project presentation on an interactive website to display and browse corpus



Related projects

Center for the History of Music Theory and Literature (CHMTL), Indiana University

● Thesaurus Musicarum Latinarum (3rd-17th c.): http://www.chmtl.indiana.edu/tml/ 
● Saggi Musicali Italiani (15th-19th c.): http://www.chmtl.indiana.edu/smi/
● Texts on Music in English (14th-17th c.): http://www.chmtl.indiana.edu/tme/
● Traités français sur la musique (14th-19th c.): http://www.chmtl.indiana.edu/tfm/
● Thesaurus Musicarum Italicaturm (18th c.): http://tmiweb.science.uu.nl/ 

https://intranet.music.indiana.edu/chmtl/
http://www.chmtl.indiana.edu/tml/
http://www.chmtl.indiana.edu/smi/
http://www.chmtl.indiana.edu/tme/
http://www.chmtl.indiana.edu/tfm/
http://tmiweb.science.uu.nl/


Sources

Focus on the main actors of the dualism debate: 9 core texts (as of now we have 10)



Pipeline

1. collection of sources and metadata
2. preprocessing, segmentation (text, figures, music examples, diagrams), optical 

character recognition (OCR), corrections
3. analysis using a range of methods from natural language processing (NLP)
4. presentation and dissemination in interactive website and research publications

Sources Preprocessing Analysis Outcomes



Example

Texts contain different types of Named 
Entities (NEs:

- musical terms
- Persons
- References or Citations

v. Oettingen (1863). Harmoniesystem in dualer Entwicklung.



Sources: textual diversity



Transcription and conversion
TXT

(analyses)

TEI-XML
(display)



Preliminary analyses

Text similarity Topic Modeling



Optical Music Recognition (OMR)
!!!COM: Capellen, Georg
!!!CDT: 1905
!!!OTL@DE: Die Zukunft der 
Musiktheorie
!!!ONM: 4
**kern **kern
*staff2 *staff1
*clefF4 *clefG2
=1- =1-
2c 2e cc
4G 4g b
4d 4f a
=2 =2
1c 1e cc
=|| =||
*- *-
!!!ENC: Fabian C. Moss
!!!END: 2021/01/19

transcription conversion

rendering



Project status (as of today)

● segmentation and transcription of 10 core texts (~1.200 pages)

● preliminary analyses (text similarity, topic modeling)

● annotation of of 95% of the texts with NEs and specific labels

● display on website currently under development

● accepted paper at Computational Humanities Research Conference 2021



Future work and extensions
● refinement of pipeline 
● improvement of analytical methodology
● encoding and analysis of musical examples (MEI)
● entire encoding of corpus in TEI/MEI framework

Extension beyond dualism debate in follow-up work:

● use pipeline to extend scope to other music-theoretical sources
● studying historical and geographical differences
● studying different languages (latent semantic spaces)
● … 
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